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Abstract
Over the past ten years, the family of synchronous languages (Special Section of the Proc.
IEEE 79 (9) (1991)) has been very successful in o4ering domain-speci'c, formally de'ned
languages and programming environments for safety-critical systems. Among them, Lustre is
well-suited for the development of regulation systems, which are 'rst designed by control engi-
neers, and can then be programmed as block-diagrams. Automatic generation of C code provides
the embedded software.
The success of Lustre showed that it is a good idea to o4er domain-speci'c languages and
constructs to reduce the gap between the 'rst design of a system (for instance a control law)
and the program written for it. When the structure of the 'rst design has to be encoded into the
available constructs of a general-purpose programming language, the interesting information is
likely to be lost somewhere on the way from the original design to the actual implementation.
This may have consequences on the e:ciency of the code produced, or even on the correctness
of the design.
Working with the systems Lustre is well-suited for, we observed that they are often speci'ed
informally using the notion of running modes. However, there seemed to exist no language
in which the mode-structure of a complex system could be expressed directly. Following the
approach of domain-speci'c languages, we proposed to extend Lustre with a new construct,
called mode-automaton, devoted to the description of these running modes of regulation systems.
In this paper, we de'ne the language of mode-automata and its semantics, give some ideas on
the compilation process, illustrate the approach with the example of the production
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1. Introduction
Real-time systems, in particular regulation systems, are often speci'ed using the
notion of running modes. For instance, the commands of an aircraft may be speci-
'ed by identifying take-o4 mode and landing mode; the commands for a robot arm
are likely to be completely di4erent when it moves right, and when it starts moving
up because it has reached an obstacle, etc. This notion of a running mode appears
frequently in informal designs, and we met it several times in the informal documen-
tation of operational industrial critical systems from Schneider Electric, Aerospatiale,
etc.
However, at least to our knowledge, there exists no language (be it a formal speci-
'cation language, or a programming one), in which the mode-structure of a complex
system can be expressed directly (we comment on this claim in Section 4). Hence the
mode-structure of the system is usually encoded in a variety of ways, depending on the
language used, and on the kind of criteria one wants to improve (e:ciency, size of the
code for embedded systems, etc.). The family of synchronous languages [2] has been
very successful, over the past ten years, in o4ering formally de'ned languages and
programming environments for safety-critical systems. We are particularly interested in
the language Lustre [6], and in the SCADE industrial programming environment based
upon it, sold by Esterel Technologies. Lustre is a dataCow language, well-suited for
the description of regulation systems. We proposed to extend Lustre with a new con-
struct devoted to modes in regulation systems. This language extension is based upon
the mathematical model of mode-automata [21]. We now have a running implemen-
tation of this extension, by compilation into an intermediate format of the compilation
chain from Lustre to imperative sequential code (C, Ada, Java) [22]. The language
extension allows Cat mode-automata and composed ones. We use the composition op-
erators from Argos [20], which gives the language a hierarchic state-structure like in
Statecharts [15].
The language of mode-automata has been applied successfully to the industrial case-
studies of the SYRF project [30], proposed by SAAB M.A. (a temperature regulation
system) and Schneider Electric (the control of the starting and shut-down phases in a
nuclear plant).
We are now working on a case-study proposed by Aerospatiale (a piece of soft-
ware of the Airbus A340-600, for the development of which Aerospatiale has chosen
SCADE), under a non-disclosure agreement. However, some of the ideas that this
example already suggested to us can also be illustrated with a simpler example. In
this paper we show how to program the production-cell case-study [19] using mode-
automata (a pure Lustre version, written by Leszek Holenderski at GMD Birlinghoven,
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appeared in [19]; we compare the two versions in Section 7). We used the environment
simulator in TCL-TK provided by FZI Karlsruhe.
The de'nition of mode-automata is a result of the task entitled “combination of
formalisms” of the SYRF [30] Esprit Project, in which various approaches have been
studied. One of them was to describe complex systems partly in Lustre (dataCow
declarative style) and partly in Esterel [3] (parallel imperative style), and to perform
link-editing at the level of an intermediate format of the compilation chains. To our
opinion, this approach is too complex: a programmer has to know two very di4erent
languages in full details, in order to be able to split a problem into two parts, and
to understand how they interfere. The implementation is also complex, being based
upon sophisticated algorithms, and this source of errors should be avoided as much as
possible when de'ning a language for critical systems.
That is the reason why we chose to extend Lustre with a bit of imperative style,
yet keeping the essential style and structure of the language, for the programming
habits not to be modi'ed deeply. An approach similar to ours—tight integration of
styles, as opposed to full multi-language programming—is that of synchronousEifel
(formerly “The Synchronie Workbench”) [4,24] developed at the GMD (Sankt Au-
gustin). The Esterel team is working on the introduction of PRE (the main opera-
tor of Lustre, see Section 2.1) in Esterel, which follows the same approach. Once
PRE is available in Esterel, mode-automata become interesting, and can be integrated
easily.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 is a brief introduction to
dataCow synchronous languages and the mode-automaton model; Section 3 de'nes the
language of mode-automata; Section 4 is a (probably non-exhaustive) list of related
work on the notion of running mode; Section 5 brieCy recalls the production-cell case-
study; Section 6 describes the program written using composed mode-automata and
Section 7 summarizes the bene'ts of the approach. Section 8 concludes and gives
some directions for further work.
2. Dataow synchronous languages and Mode-Automata
2.1. Data:ow synchronous languages
In a dataCow language for reactive systems, both the inputs and outputs of the system
are described by their :ows of values along time. Time is discrete and instants may
be numbered by integers. If x is a Cow, we will note xn its value at the nth reaction
(or nth instant) of the program.
A program consumes input Cows and computes output Cows, possibly using local
Cows which are not visible from the environment. Local and output Cows are de'ned
by equations. An equation “x = y + z” de'nes the Cow x from the Cows y and z in such
a way that, at each instant n, xn=yn + zn.
A set of such equations, using arithmetic, Boolean, etc. operators, describes a network
of operators, and is essentially equivalent to the description of a combinational circuit.
The same constraints apply: one should not write sets of equations with instantaneous
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loops, like: {x=y + z; z= x + 1; : : :}. This is a set of 'x point equations that perhaps
has solutions, but it is not accepted as a dataCow program. For referencing the past,
the operator pre is introduced: ∀n¿0, (preX )n=Xn−1.
One typically writes T = pre(T) + i, where T is an output, and i is an input. It means
that, at each instant, the value of the Cow T is obtained by adding the value of the
current input i to the previous value of T. Initialization of Cows is provided by the ->
operator. The equation X = 0 -> pre(X) + 1 de'nes the Cow of integers; as a reactive
program, it produces values on the basic clock.
The conditional structure is a ternary combinational operator, and is strict: the two
branches are always evaluated. One writes: X = if C then E1 else E2, where C is
a Boolean expression and E1, E2 are two expressions of the same type, meaning:
∀n¿0, Xn= if Cn then E1n else E2n.
The language is structured by the de'nition of reusable nodes that can be called
anywhere in expressions de'ning variables, and programs usually input a library of
small well-identi'ed reactive behaviors, like a “two-states” with reset, a “bounded
counter”, etc.
2.2. Motivations for Mode-Automata
In this section, we present the main motivations for introducing modes in a dataCow
language. Section 4 lists other approaches, and motivations for modes in other
contexts.
In a dataCow language, the notion of running mode corresponds to the fact that
there may exist several de'nitions (equations) for the same output, that should be used
in distinct periods of time. Faced with this kind of system, users usually write Lustre
programs in which modes are encoded by Boolean Cows, and the outputs that depend on
modes are described by equations of the following form: X = if (mode1) then : : : else
if (mode2) then : : : : If several variables have the same modes, other equations with
the same conditional structure are added, and the mode-structure is duplicated. There
was an obvious need for something more readable and modi'able than this encoding
of modes by conditional structures.
Another important motivation has to do with code e:ciency. The typical code pro-
duced from a Lustre program is an in'nite loop, whose body consists of 3 phases:
'rst read inputs (from sensors for instance); then compute the corresponding outputs,
depending on the inputs just read, and on some memory; then produce the outputs
(write them to actuators, for instance). The time it takes to execute the body of the
loop once de'nes the base clock of the implemented system. Now, in reactive systems,
the interaction rate is often imposed by the environment: the system should react suf-
'ciently fast, in order not to miss some relevant changes in the environment signals
it senses. Hence there are strong constraints on the sequential code produced from a
synchronous language, and we should be able to evaluate the worst-case-execution-time
of the loop body statically.
The relationship with the notion of mode is the following: the natural translation of
a simple dataCow synchronous program into sequential code yields a program in which
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all nodes of the dataCow network do perform computations at each step of the base
clock. In particular the IF is strict: in the program X = if (mode1) then expr1 else if
(mode2) then expr2 else : : : both expr1 and expr2 are computed at each step, before
choosing one of them according to the mode. When the system has modes, and a
variable X has di4erent equations depending on the current mode, it is not a good idea
to compute all equations at each step.
It appears that, in critical cases, users would like to put some of their knowledge
about the running modes of the system, into the corresponding dataCow programs.
Doing so, they hope that a compiler be able to generate more e:cient code, namely
some code in which not all of the dataCow network nodes work at each step. If they
simply encode modes into conditionals, there is no hope to obtain better code. The only
way of specifying that parts of the dataCow network should not perform computations,
for some given steps, is to use the clock language feature, but it is not so easy to
describe modes using clocks. That is the reason why we propose a new language
feature for talking about exclusive modes in a dataCow language. It can be viewed as
a high-level construct that o4ers part of the clock feature, but is easier to use when
the system clearly has running modes.
Let us start with an example.
2.3. An example written in Lustre, Mode-Automata and C
Fig. 1 shows a simple Lustre program, a C program and a mode-automaton that
have the same input=output behavior, illustrated by the timing diagrams. The reactive
system inputs an integer i and outputs two integers X and Y. The Lustre program uses
a Boolean memory M that commutes according to some conditions on X, and we can
see that X and Y are updated depending on the value of M. This is a typical case where
a mode-automaton can be useful.
The mode-automaton we give here has two states, and equations attached to them.
The transitions are labeled by conditions on X. The important point is that X and its
memory are global to all states. The only thing that changes when the automaton
changes states is the transition function; the memory is preserved. Hence, by con-
struction, the behavior attached to the target state starts with the value of X that had
been reached applying the equations attached to the source state. This gives the timing
diagram of Fig. 1. The C program is an in'nite loop: this is the typical form of a
sequential program produced from a synchronous language. However the code inside
the loop has not been obtained automatically from the Lustre program. Indeed, in the
example above, it could not: the IF conditional structure is strict in Lustre, as in a
number of dataCow languages; the C program that corresponds to the Lustre program
would compute both C expressions corresponding to pre(X)+Y+1 and pre(X)−Y−1
before choosing between the two for assigning a new value to X.
On the contrary, the C program we give here is relatively close to the one we would
like to obtain from the mode-automaton. We would like the assignments to x and y to
be guarded by an imperative conditional structure. Pieces of code attached to inactive
modes should not be computed.
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Fig. 1. Example: Lustre, C, and Mode-Automata. The three programs have the same input=output behavior,
described by the timing diagram (the horizontal axis is the discrete time; the values of the input i are chosen
arbitrarily.)
2.4. Modes and clocks
In all dataCow synchronous languages, there exists a mechanism that allows to restrict
the instants in which some Cows are de>ned; this mechanism is usually called clock [5].
Associating clocks with the Cows is an indirect way of controlling the instants in which
the operators are indeed computed. For instance, in order to avoid a dynamic error like
a division by zero, one has to use clocks.
The execution of the Lustre program X = if Y != 0 then U/Y else U gives a dy-
namic error when Y=0, because the expression U/Y is computed before the choice
that depends on Y being zero or not. Using clocks, one may write: X = if Y != 0
then U/(Y when Y !=0) else U; but this is a kind of type error: all the operands
of an operator should have the same clock. One then writes: X = if Y != 0 then
(U when Y !=0)/(Y when Y !=0) else U. Then the same holds for if, which can
be corrected by writing: X = if Y != 0 then current ((U when Y !=0)/(Y when
Y !=0)) else U ; current is the oversampling operator; in this case, it gives val-
ues to the Cow X even in the instants when Y=0. The semantics of sampling (when)
and oversampling (current) ensures that the expression U/Y will be computed
only when Y is not zero, which guarantees that there will be no dynamic
error.
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We were not happy with the translation of mode-automata into pure Lustre without
clocks because we would like the states of a mode-automaton to behave as clocks,
not as strict conditional structures. Hence we should translate mode-automata into
Lustre with clocks, applying transformations like the one needed for the division,
systematically. Obtaining a Lustre program with clocks from a mode-automaton im-
plies that the quite imperative structure of the mode-automaton be translated into
the very declarative clock structure of Lustre: : : that has to be translated back to
some imperative constructs. It is theoretically possible, but cumbersome to imple-
ment, especially when mode-automata are composed (see Section 3.2 below). More-
over, keeping track of the interesting information about states along this path seems
hard.
2.5. Implementing Mode-Automata on top of Lustre
The existing compilation chain from Lustre to C makes use of an intermediate format
called DC (for “declarative code”, see details in Section 3.4 below). For implementing
Mode-Automata, without translating them into Lustre with clocks, we have the follow-
ing choice: either we translate them into the intermediate format DC, or we translate
them directly into C. For the latter, we would have to rewrite part of the Lustre com-
piler, for the equations attached to states. Hence we chose to translate Mode-Automata
into DC. Producing DC code is simpler than producing Lustre with clocks, and yet allows
to share all the tools available for this format (formal veri'cation, testing, debugging,
etc.). Moreover, DC is close to the internal formats of SCADE (the development envi-
ronment based on Lustre, sold by Esterel Technologies), and the translation algorithms
we de'ned will be easy to reuse.
3. The Mode-Automata language
3.1. Flat Mode-Automata: formal de>nition and semantics
Denition 1 (Mode-Automata). A mode-automaton is a tuple (Q; q0;Vi ;Vo;I; f; T )
where:
• Q is the set of states of the automaton part and q0 ∈Q is the initial state;
• Vi and Vo are the sets of input and output variables, respectively. Input and output
variables form disjoint sets (i.e. Vi ∩Vo= ∅). We will note V=Vi ∪Vo the set of all
variables of the mode-automaton;
• I :Vo→D is the function used to de'ne the default value of the output variables;
• T ⊆Q×C(V)×Q is the set of transitions, labeled by conditions on the variables
of V;
• f :Vo→ (Q→ EqR(V)) is a function; a variable in Vo is associated with a total
function from Q to the set EqR(V) of expressions that constitute right parts of the
equations.
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EqR(V) has the following syntax: e ::= c | x | op(e; : : : ; e) | pre(y) where c stands for
constants, x stands for a name in Vo ∪Vi, y stands for a name in Vo, and op stands for
all combinational operators. The conditions in C(V) are Boolean expressions of the
same form, but without pre operators.
The set of all mode-automata is denoted by M.
Note that Input variables are intended to be used only in the right parts of the
equations, or in the conditions. Output variables may be used everywhere. In the
sequel, we use the domain D=B∪Z of Boolean and integer values, and we assume
that all the expressions are typed correctly.
3.1.1. Additional correctness constraints
We assume that the equations attached to a state do not hide a cyclic dependency
(like X = Y ; Y = X ;); this is the usual Lustre criterion, which is used independently
for each mode here.
We require that the automaton part of a mode-automaton be deterministic, i.e., for
each state q∈Q, if there exist two outgoing transitions (q; c1; q1) and (q; c2; q2) and
q1 = q2, then c1 ∧ c2 is not satis'able. We also require that the automaton be reactive,
i.e., for each state q∈Q, the formula ∨(q; c; q′)∈T c is true (however we usually omit
some loops in the concrete syntax of mode-automata, as we did in the example of
Fig. 1: the mode-automaton should show the loops (A; X620; A) and (B; X¿0; B)).
3.1.2. A note on initialization
Asking for the PREvious value of input Cows is syntactically forbidden in our de'ni-
tion of mode-automata. However, as in Lustre, it is often needed to know the previous
values of inputs: in this case, one has to write an equation expressing the copy of
the input into an output: o = i; then pre(o) can be used, and there is no problem of
initialization, since the outputs have default values, to be used when pre(o) is needed
in the 'rst instant.
In fact, in the full de'nition of mode-automata, we allow expressions like
pre(pre(x)), and the default value is used whenever we need prek (x) before
instant k.
3.1.3. A note on the subset of Lustre used for modes
The Lustre programs attached to states should not make use of the following oper-
ators: initialization (because the initial value of variables is given globally), sampling
and oversampling (because states behave as clocks, and we do not want to study the
semantical interactions with explicit clocks). The conditions that label transitions do
no make use of the pre operator, because this yields programs with rather unintuitive
behavior; however, it would be straightforward to de'ne and implement them, if the
need appears.
Denition 2 (Trace semantics of Mode-Automata). An input=output=state trace of a
mode-automaton M=(Q; q0;Vi ;Vo;I; f; T ) is an in'nite sequence n; n∈ [0;+∞] of
tuples n=(in; on; sn).
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∀n; in (resp. on) is a valuation of the variables in Vi (resp. Vo), i.e. a total function
Vi→D (resp. Vo→D); sn ∈Q. A sequence  of such tuples is indeed a trace of M if
and only if:
s0 = q0 ∧∀x∈Vo
o0(x)=f(x)(s0)[i0(z)=z][o0(y)=y][I(y)=pre(y)] (i)
∧ ∀(n¿0) ∀x∈Vo
on(x)=f(x)(sn)[in(z)=z][on(y)=y][on−1(y)=pre(y)] (ii)
∧ ∀(n¿0) ∃(sn; C; sn+1)∈T such that: C[in(z)=z][on(y)=y] = true (iii)
In (i), (ii) and (iii) above, substitutions (denoted by [ ]) are done for all variables
z in Vi, and all variables y in Vo. Hence the occurrences of variable names are re-
placed by the current value of the variable, and the occurrences of sub-expressions
of the form pre(y) are replaced by the previous value of the variable. For the 'rst
instant (i.e. n=0) the expression pre(y) are replaced by the default value of the
variable.
In other words, at instant 0, the state is the initial one, as mentioned in the de'-
nition of the mode-automaton; input variables have their 'rst values; output variables
are computed according to the equations attached to the initial state, and if the pre-
vious value of an output is needed, the value de'ned by the function I is used
instead.
Then, at each instant n, we can look at the state and the output variables separately:
the state is q′ if the state was q at instant n− 1, and there exists a transition from q
to q′, whose triggering condition was true at instant n − 1. Once the state at instant
n is known, the output variables can be computed according to the equations attached
to this new state; when the previous value of variables is needed, the value at instant
n− 1 is used.
Recall the variables may be de'ned, in a given mode, by a set of equations, like
“x = y ; y = pre(y) + 1”. Since we require the graph of instantaneous dependencies
to be acyclic, the substitutions described above yield a circuit-free set of equations, of
which the valuation of variables at instant n is the unique solution.
3.1.4. Remark on the structure of mode-automata
Note that, if we use no pre operator and do not mention the input variables in
the equations attached to states, then the mode-automaton is merely a Moore machine.
Testing inputs is limited to the conditions of the transitions, and equations of the form:
X = true or X = false are attached to states, for de'ning an output X. It may be a
bit more complex, because the set of outputs may be de'ned by a set of equations,
like: X = Y+1 ; Y = 0 ; Z = X− Y ;, provided there is no dependency cycle. However,
the behavior is essentially that of a Moore machine, with the usual one-instant delay
between inputs and the actual inCuence on outputs. For sampled systems, the delay is
not important.
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Fig. 2. A composition of mode-automata: parallel composition is denoted by a dashed line; hierarchic com-
position involves the main mode-automaton (with states A and B) and two re'ning sub-programs: the parallel
composition in A, and nothing (NIL) in B. The states C, D, E and F are also “re'ned” by NIL. Y and Z
are shared: they are computed by one of the mode-automata, and used as an input by another. The signals
i and j are inputs. The corresponding expression is: RM1 (RM2 (NIL;NIL)‖RM3 (NIL;NIL);NIL), where M1
is the mode-automaton with states A and B, M2 is the mode-automaton with states C and D, M3 is the
mode-automaton with states E and F.
3.2. Compositions
Fig. 2 gives an example with parallel and hierarchic compositions. As in Statecharts,
parallel composition is denoted by a dashed line between components; hierarchic com-
position consists in drawing a (possibly composed) mode-automaton inside the state of
another one.
These two compositions are 'rst de'ned as operations on the set M of all mode-
automata.
3.2.1. Cartesian product or parallel composition
Consider two mode-automata Mi =(Qi; qi0;V
i
i ;V
i
o ;I
i ; fi; T i), i=1; 2. We would like
to de'ne an operation that describes their parallel composition. It consists in connecting
the outputs of M1 to the inputs of M2 that have the same names, and conversely. V1o
and V2o should be disjoint.
We note the composition M1×M2. All the outputs are still visible in the compo-
sition, so the outputs of M1×M2 are V 1o ∪V 2o ; the inputs are reduced, because an
input of M1 may be de'ned in the composition, being an output of M2 (or vice versa).
Hence the inputs of M1×M2 are (V1i ∪V2i )\(V1o ∪V2o ).
The set of modes of M1×M2 is the Cartesian product of the sets of modes of
M1 and M2. The set of equations attached to a composed mode A1A2 (where A1 is
a mode in M1 and A2 is a mode in M2) is the union of the equations attached to
A1 in M1 and those attached to A2 in M2. The guard of a composed transition is the
conjunction of the guards of the component transitions.
We also assume that putting two mode-automata together does not create cyclic
dependencies (X = Y+1 in parallel with Y=X+1). It is, again, the usual Lustre criterion,
applied independently for each composed mode.
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Denition 3 (Parallel composition of Mode-Automata). We de'ne the parallel com-
position by
(Q1; q10;V
1
i ;V
1
o;I
1; f1; T 1);×(Q2; q20;V2i ;V2o;I2; f2; T 2)
= (Q1 × Q2; (q10; q20); (V1i ∪V2i )\(V1o ∪V2o);V1o ∪V2o;I; f; T );
where
I(x) =
{
I1(x) if x ∈V1o;
I2(x) if x ∈V2o;
f(x)(q1; q2) =
{
f1(x)(q1) if x ∈V1o;
f2(x)(q2) if x ∈V2o
and
T = {((q1; q2); C; (q′1; q′2)) | (q1; C1; q′1) ∈ T 1 ∧ (q2; C2; q′2) ∈ T 2};
where C is a new expression, the conjunction of C1; C2: C =C1 and C2.
3.2.2. Hierarchic composition
The other composition is the hierarchy of modes. The idea, as in Argos [20], is
to use an automaton as a kind of controller that may start and kill subprocesses. As
far as the control structure is concerned, the behavior is the following: when a re'ned
state is entered, its initial state is entered. When a transition sourced in a re'ned state
is taken, the re'ning process is killed, its current state is lost.
Now, in mode-automata, equations are attached to states (or modes). The variables
are considered to be global, as they are in a single mode-automaton. Hence their values
are kept across mode changes.
The sets of variables de'ned by the various mode-automata of the program are
pairwise disjoint. In particular, a given variable x may not be de'ned at several levels
(see comments in the conclusion).
Denition 4 (Hierarchic composition of Mode-Automata). This composition is desc-
ribed by the operation ., applied to a mode-automaton (not necessarily reactive) used
as the overall controller, and a set of re'ning mode-automata: . :M× 2M→M.
Let us note M=(Q; q0;Vi ;Vo;I; f; T ) where Q= {q0; q1; : : : ; qn}, and consider a
set of re'ning mode-automata {Mj}j∈[0; n], where Mj =(Qj; q j0 ;Vji ;V jo ;Ij; fj; T j), and
Qj = {qj0 ; q j1 ; : : : ; q jnj}. Provided all the output sets are pairwise disjoint, i.e.
∀i; j ∈ [0; n]; i = j ⇒Vio ∩Vjo = ∅ ∧Vio ∩Vo = ∅
we can de'ne the composed mode-automaton, in which Mj re'nes qj, by
M . {Mj}j∈[0;n] = (Q . {Qj}j∈[0;n]; q0 . q00;V′i ;V′o;I′; f′; T ′):
Its set of states is of the form: Q . {Qj}j∈[0; n] =
⋃n
j=0 {qj . qjk ; k ∈ [0; nj]}. In the ex-
ample of Fig. 2: {A . CE; A . CF; A . DE; A . DF; B . NIL}; “A . CE” is a notation for the
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global mode (state) made of: the controller being in state A, the re'ning process being
in state (C,E). For NIL see Section 3.3 below.
As for the parallel composition, all outputs are still visible in the composition, so
the set of output variables is V′o =Vo ∪
⋃n
j=0V
j
o . The set of input variables contains
only those variables that are not connected to outputs: V′i =(Vi ∪
⋃n
j=0V
j
i )\V′o. The
initialization function I′ is de'ned as follows:
I′(x)=
{
I(x) if x∈Vo;
Ij(x) if x∈Vjo j∈ [0; n]:
The new function f′ is de'ned by
f′(x)(qj . q
j
k) =


f(x)(qj) if x ∈Vo;
fj(x)(qjk) if x ∈Vjo k ∈ [0; nj];
pre(x) otherwise:
The de'nition of the variable x in a state qj . q
j
k is taken from f, if x happens to
be de'ned at the level of the re'ned mode-automaton, or from fj if it is de'ned in
the mode-automata re'ning the state qj, or is the default de'nition x= pre(x). This
means, for instance, that when the upper mode-automaton of Fig. 2 is in state B, Y
and Z keep their previous value. The transitions T ′ are
T ′ = {(qs . qsk ; C; qd . qd0) | (qs; C; qd) ∈ T ∧ k ∈ [0; ns]}
∪

(qs . qsk ; C ∧ ¬
∨
(qs;Cm;qd)∈T
Cm; qs . qs‘) | (qsk ; C; qs‘) ∈ T s

 :
T ′ is made of two parts: 'rst, the transitions sourced in a state qs of the main
mode-automaton, which also apply to all sub-states; second, the transitions appear-
ing in the mode-automaton re'ning qs, whose conditions need to be augmented by
¬∨(qs;Cm; qd)∈T Cm, i.e. the condition under which the re'ned mode-automaton stays in
state qs. This clearly de'nes an operation in which the transitions of the re'ned mode-
automata have priority on the transitions of the re'ning ones. We also note that the
mode-automaton re'ning qd is set to its initial state qd0 when qd is entered.
3.3. A simple language and its semantics
3.3.1. Syntax
The set E of mode-automata expressions is de'ned by the following grammar, where
NIL is introduced to express that a state is not re'ned and M stands for a mode-
automaton: E ::=E‖E |RM (R0; : : : ; Rn) R ::=E |NIL. Let us consider Fig. 2 again, which
gives an example with parallel and hierarchic compositions. Their semantics can be
given by showing how to obtain a trace-equivalent Cat mode-automata from a compo-
sition of several Cat automata (see Fig. 3). The compilation scheme does not follow
this idea, however (see [22]).
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Fig. 3. The Cat mode-automaton equivalent to the composed program of Fig. 2.
3.3.2. Semantics
The semantics of such a mode-automaton expression is a Cat mode-automaton, ob-
tained by applying the operations × and . recursively; since not all compositions are
allowed, the semantic function may return the special error value ⊥; if there is no com-
position error, the function returns a Cat mode-automaton, which is both deterministic
and reactive: S :E→M∪{⊥}. The recursive de'nition is given below (null, appear-
ing below for NIL, is the function whose domain is empty. For a mode-automaton
M=(Q; q0;Vi ;Vo;I; f; T ), we note M:f the f component of the tuple, for avoiding
ambiguities).
S(E1‖E2) =


⊥ if S(E1) = ⊥ or S(E2) = ⊥ or ¬Cparallel(E1; E2);
S(E1)×S(E2) otherwise;
S(RM (R0; : : : ; Rn)) =


⊥ if (∃i ∈ [0; n] s:t: S(Ri) = ⊥) or
¬Chierarchy(M;R0; : : : ; Rn);
M . (S(R1); : : : ;S(Rn)) otherwise;
S(NIL) = ({NIL};NIL; ∅; ∅; null ; null ; {(NIL; true;NIL)}):
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The conditions for the correctness of the compositions are the following:
Cparallel(E1; E2)
=S(E1):Vo ∩S(E2):Vo = ∅ and
∀q∈S(E1‖E2):Q there is no cyclic de'nition in the set of equations
attached to q:
Chierarchy(M;R0; : : : ; Rn)
= ∀i ∈ [0; n]:S(Ri):Vo ∩M:Vo = ∅ and
∀i; j ∈ [0; n]:i = j ⇒S(Ri):Vo ∩S(Rj):Vo = ∅ and
∀q∈S(RM (R0; : : : ; Rn)):Q there is no cyclic de'nition in the set of
equations attached to q:
A Mode-automaton program is an expression E. It is correct if and only if S(E)
=⊥, i.e. there are no internal conCicts in E.
3.4. Principles of the compilation into DC
3.4.1. An overview of DC
DC [7] has a declarative style, and provides an imperative mechanism called ac-
tivation condition. Such conditions are Boolean Cows that may be associated with
basic operators or sub-networks, and allow to specify when things are computed. The
Lustre-to-DC front-end translates clocks into activation conditions, and they are used
in the back-end compilers (e.g. from DC to C), where they are translated into condi-
tionals, guarding a set of assignments. The two following constructs de'ne the Cows
X and Y , both initialized with value i and computed, at each instant, depending on
the value of the activation conditions a1, . . . , ak, whose evaluation is sequential.
Equation de'ning X: X (init i) equcase: e1@a1, ..., ek@ak,
Memorization de'ning Y: Y (init i) memocase: e1@a1, ..., ek@ak.
For equations: For memorizations:
X0 =

e10 if a10
e20 if ¬a10 ∧ a20
: : :
ek0 if ¬(a10 ∨ : : :) ∧ ak0
i if ¬(a10 ∨ : : : ∨ ak0)
Xn¿0 =

e1n if a1n
e2n if ¬a1n ∧ a2n
: : :
ekn if ¬(a1n ∨ : : :) ∧ akn
Xn−1 if ¬(a1n ∨ : : : ∨ akn)
Y0 = i
Yn+1 =

e1n if a1n
e2n if ¬a1n ∧ a2n
: : :
ekn if ¬(a1n ∨ : : :) ∧ akn
Yn if ¬(a1n ∨ : : : ∨ akn)
Fig. 4 shows an example of DC code and the sequence of values of the variables.
X, Y are outputs, and b is a local variable. b is initialized to false, and then, at true,
which means at each instant, it is set to not b. This gives the sequence true, false,
true, false, etc. X is initialized to 0, and then, at each step, it is updated according to
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Fig. 4. A DC program.
two di4erent expressions, depending on the value of b. If b is true, we apply X+2 (for
instance here, from −1 to 1); if b is false, we apply X− 1, for instance here, from 0
to −1. Y should copy X when b is true. When b is false, it keeps its previous value,
or the value 42 if b has never been true.
3.4.2. Implementing static semantics checks
The conditions Cparallel and Chierarchy de'ned in Section 3.3.2 above can be checked
statically.
The determinism and reactivity conditions on basic mode-automata, explained in
Section 3.1, cannot always be checked statically, because of undecidability problems
due to full arithmetics used in the conditions of the transitions. However, reactivity
can always be ensured adding loops with the missing conditions; and determinism can
be ensured by introducing a notation for expressing priorities between the transitions
sourced in a given state. All these transformations can be performed statically.
This is done by the MATOU compiler, before generating DC code. Some of the
constraints could as well be veri'ed on the DC code (by a DC back-end, like DC2C),
but error reporting is better if it is done at the mode-automaton level.
3.4.3. Translating composed Mode-Automata into DC
Fig. 5 gives a DC program that has the same input=output behavior as the Lustre
program and the mode-automaton of Fig. 1. Moreover, the equations attached to a
state are computed only when necessary. The Boolean variable M is used to encode
the states of the mode-automaton, and serves as activation conditions. For instance, the
Cow X has a de'nition of the form:
X (init 0) equcase: (MX+Y+1)@M; (MX-Y-1)@true. Since the evaluation of ac-
tivation conditions is sequential, @true means: @(not M). The C program obtained
from this DC program contains the following line, in which we recognize the structure
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Fig. 5. The DC program corresponding to the programs of Fig. 1.
of the ideal C program presented above: if(M) {X=MX+Y+1;} else {X=MX-Y-1;}.
This form is guaranteed by the semantics of DC activation conditions.
For the translation into DC, we could 'rst translate any composition into a Cat au-
tomaton, applying De'nitions 3 and 4. However for parallel composition, this expan-
sion may cause an explosion of the number of global states, each of which gives a DC
Boolean variable. On the contrary, if we translate each component separately, we get
a better encoding of the global states (Fig. 6).
Our translation is de'ned in order to guarantee the following: The DC code corre-
sponding to the equations attached to a global state X , and to the conditions of the
transitions sourced in X , are computed exactly when this state X is active.
For the typical programs we have in mind (a few modes, and big programs attached
to modes), this is our notion of good code.
For a complete de'nition of the translation, see [22]. This has been implemented in
the tool MATOU.
4. Related work on the notion of Mode
We give a (probably non-exhaustive) list of related work on the notion of mode, to-
gether with some comparison hints, when possible. Some of the languages or formalisms
below have already been cited in the introduction, but we give precise details here.
4.1. On “modes” versus “states”
In [21], we discussed the di4erence between “modes” and “states”, from two points
of view: the real execution states of a program; a possible notion of state, as a syntactic
element in a language (like in SDL [16] for instance, or any other language that
manipulates explicit states, and there are lots of them in the domain of parallel or
real-time programming).
Execution states are really concrete ones, related for instance to the contents of the
program memory during execution. The question is: how can we de'ne the modes of
a system in terms of its execution states and transitions? Our choice is to consider that
a mode is a collection of execution states, connected to each other by execution transi-
tions. In other words, a mode is a set of states in which the system may stay for a while,
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Fig. 6. The DC program obtained for the program of Fig. 2.
without going through states that are not in the set. The complete behavior of a complex
system can be viewed as a sequence of modes. This distinction between “real” states
and modes is similar to the one explained in [12] for abstract state machines (ASMs).
The question we are interested in when de'ning mode-automata (and this is the ma-
jor di4erence with the work around ASMs, mainly concerned with abstract models of
computations) is the following: what constructs can we de'ne in a language, as a sup-
port for the notion of mode? We started by pointing out that the mode structure should
be as readable in a program as the concurrent structure is, thus making modi'cations
easier; moreover, it should be usable to improve the quality of the generated code, or
to serve as a guide for decomposing proofs. We proposed the following criterion for a
construct supporting modes: it should be possible to project a program onto a given
mode, and obtain the behavior restricted to this mode (as it is usually possible to
project a parallel program onto one of its concurrent components, and get the behavior
restricted to this component).
Mode-automata were designed to meet this criterion.
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Of course, part of the bene'ts we gain from describing the mode-structure of a
system with the explicit states and transitions of mode-automata, can also be ob-
tained using the explicit states available in other languages, like SDL. By the way,
the SCADE users often ask for a programming environment in which SDL and Lustre
could be mixed; it could be a way of saying that there is a need for mixing syn-
chronous descriptions with asynchronous ones (and this is also true), but if we look
at the examples in detail, we often see that there is a need for explicit automata in a
dataCow language. SDL automata would be used to describe the mode-structure, and
the way this imperative description relates to the rest of the program is left to the
programmer: he has to write a complex conditional structure using the state names as
conditions.
This can be done in a number of available languages, but this does not meet the
criterion we proposed. That is the reason why we said in the introduction that, to our
knowledge, there exists no language in which the mode-structure of a complex system
can be expressed directly.
4.2. The “state” design pattern
We said above that encoding modes in some language (usually using conditional
structures) is not satisfactory, because the mode-structure of the system is no longer
readable in the resulting program (it is hidden in the conditionals and the code for one
mode is mixed up with the code dedicated to mode changes), and modifying it is error
prone.
This is exactly the same motivation as for the state design pattern [9] proposed for
object-oriented designs; this pattern is used for allowing an object to alter its behavior
when its internal state changes. In this framework, each “mode” is a class derived
from a general state class, and the behaviors can be described separately; another class
manages the automaton.
In object-oriented designs, the motivation for modes leads to a pattern, i.e. a recipe
for writing a structured, modi'able and readable code, using the available constructs
of the language. It is not compiled in a speci'c way.
On the contrary, in the domain of safety-critical reactive systems, we would like
the code we produce to bene't from the quite imperative structure implied by modes.
Encoding modes with dataCow conditionals, even if it can be done in a structured and
readable way, forbids e:cient compilation. We need a new language feature, treated
in a speci'c way by compilers, not only a pattern.
Anyway, it is often advocated (for instance in [10]) that patterns are candidates
for being language features. The pattern for modes in a dataCow language for reactive
systems was already there in the practice: we propose to add the corresponding language
feature in Lustre.
4.3. Scheduling of hard real-time systems according to explicit modes
Our motivations for o4ering a dedicated support to running modes of real-time
systems is very similar to the motivations of [8]. In this paper, it is shown that a
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decomposition into exclusive modes helps in 'nding a better static scheduling. How-
ever, the mode structure of a system is described by an extension of so-called prece-
dence graphs used in the domain of scheduling, i.e. Cat state graphs. Our proposal
is more language-oriented, and o4ers more sophisticated tools for the description of
complex mode structures (namely parallel and hierarchic automata).
4.4. Modecharts
Modecharts have recently joined the synchronous community, and we can 'nd an
Esterel-like semantics in [24]. In this paper, modes are simply hierarchical and con-
current states like in Statecharts [15]. It is mentioned that “the actual interaction with
the environment is produced by the operations associated with entry and exit events”.
Hence the modes are not dealt with in the language itself; the language allows to
describe a complex control structure, and an external activity can be attached to a
composed state. It seems that the activity is not necessarily killed when the state is
left; hence the activities associated with exclusive states are not necessarily exclusive.
This seems to be a motivation for non-exclusive modes. Activities are similar to the ex-
ternal tasks of Esterel but, in Esterel, the way tasks interfere with the control structure
is well de'ned in the language itself.
4.5. Real-time mode-machines
Real-time mode-machines have been proposed in [23]. In this paper, modes are
collections of states. These collections are exhaustive but not exclusive. However, it
seems that this requirement for non-exclusivity is related to pipelining of the execution:
part of the system is still busy with a given piece of data, while another part is already
using the next piece of data. The question is whether pipelining has anything to do
with overlapping or non-exclusive modes. In software pipelining, there may be two
components running in parallel and corresponding to the same piece of source program;
if this portion of source describes modes, it may be the case that the two execution
instances of it are in di4erent modes at the same time, because one of them starts
treating some piece of data, while the other one 'nishes treating another piece of data.
Each instance is in exactly one mode at a given instant; should this phenomenon be
called “non-exclusive modes”?
By the way, we are still searching for examples of non-exclusive modes in reactive
systems.
4.6. Ptolemy
Quoting the home page of the Ptolemy project: The Ptolemy project studies mod-
eling, simulation, and design of concurrent, real-time, embedded systems. The fo-
cus is on assembly of concurrent components. The key underlying principle in the
project is the use of well-de>ned models of computation that govern the interaction
between components. A major problem area being addressed is the use of heterogenous
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mixtures of models of computation. (: : :) A key principle in the Ptolemy project is
the use of multiple models of computation in a hierarchical heterogeneous design
environment.
In particular, Ptolemy allows modular hierarchical 'nite state machines with vari-
ous concurrency models [11]. The class of so-called “modal-models” gathers all the
combinations of such a hierarchical state-structure with another model of computation.
For instance, one may write dataCow programs attached to states, at any level of the
hierarchy. This gives something similar to our mode-automata, at least syntactically.
But the semantics is di4erent: in such modal models, transmitting information from one
dataCow component to another one is not the default behavior implied by the semantics
of the mixed model, and has to be constructed explicitly using some communication
mechanism.
4.7. State:ow
StateCow is a Statecharts-like language used to give some imperative structure to
the dataCow diagrams of Matlab-Simulink. 2
In StateCow, states are intended to describe “a mode of an event-driven system”.
The use of StateCow for describing modes of a regulation system can be compared
to Modecharts: the mode-structure is described with hierarchical state-machines, and
modes are described separately. There is no global semantics that could explain how
the mode structure interferes with the behaviors of the individual modes.
4.8. SignalGTI
Rutten and Martinez [28] proposes to introduce in Signal a way to de'ne intervals
delimited by some properties of the inputs, and to which the activity of some subpro-
grams can be attached. The ideas are close to ours. It is easier to describe modes in
SignalGTI than in pure Lustre, for instance, but they still have to be encoded in some
way. Transmitting information from one mode to another is not built-in.
5. The production-cell case-study
In this section, we quote the technical report on the production cell, for a brief
presentation of the case-study.
In order to demonstrate the bene'ts of formal methods for industrial applications,
and to evaluate and compare existing approaches for constructing and verifying control
software for reactive systems, FZI launched the case study production cell in 1993 as
an activity inside the German Korso Project. The architecture of the system is shown
in Fig. 7.
2 Matlab, Simulink and StateCow are registered trademarks of The MathWorks Inc.
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Fig. 7. The Production Cell Architecture.
On the bottom left the feed belt is shown which conveys the blanks to an elevating
rotary table. This table has to be between the feed belt and the robot to bring the blanks
into the right position so that the robot can pick them up. To increase the utilization
of the press, the robot is 'tted with two arms—one always used for loading, the other
one for unloading the press. The two belts are not at the same vertical position; both
the press and the rotary table can move vertically.
In order to perform demonstrations of the graphic visualization of the toy model,
the production sequence should be able to run without an operator. The “forged” metal
plates—which the press in the model does not actually modify—are therefore taken
from the deposit belt back to the feed belt by a traveling crane, thus making the
entire sequence cyclic. The production cell is composed of 14 sensors and 13 actuators.
Actuators can switch motors on or o4 or change their directions. Sensors return Boolean
or continuous values, though the latter can be made discrete to return a few interesting
values. The table of Fig. 9 gives the list of sensors and actuators, together with the
variable names in the mode-automata programs.
In the simulation environment provided by FZI, the belt moves are managed by the
TCL-TK part, as a reaction to the controller commands that switch the motors on and
o4. This simulated environment is intended to be physically relevant. (An example of
an irrelevant situation would occur with the sensors SBDB and SBFB being true at the
same instant, while there is only one object in the plant.)
6. The production-cell and Mode-Automata
Our motivations for developing a mode-automaton version of the production cell
are the following: (1) illustrate the construct introduced in Lustre on a well-known
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Fig. 8. The controller and the simulated environment.
example; (2) test our compiler in the very clean simulation environment provided by
FZI.
6.1. The system and its environment
The 'rst interesting aspect is the need for a simulated environment. This is usually
the case for reactive systems that are used as controllers of some physical activity. If
we want to perform formal proofs, or to generate test sequences, we need to model
the environment.
In the family of synchronous languages, formal veri'cation [13] and automatic gener-
ation of test cases [27] are based upon the use of so-called synchronous observers [14].
An observer O is itself a synchronous program, which can be composed in parallel
with a program P to observe, without modifying the behavior of P. This is a con-
sequence of the synchronous broadcast communication mechanism (which is asym-
metrical), provided the outputs of O are not connected back to the inputs of P. For
veri'cation purposes, observers are used to describe the safety properties of a pro-
gram to verify. For generating test sequences, observers are used for both the oracle
and the environment. The environment–observer is used as a generator, for produc-
ing only sequences of inputs to P, that are relevant w.r.t. a model of the physical
environment.
Numerous case studies have shown that, when the program is written in Lustre, it
is often convenient to write the observers in a more imperative style. For instance,
expressing the safety property: “the outputs a and b alternate” is easy with a two-
states automaton, and a bit more di:cult with a Lustre program. A language based on
regular expressions has been used (via an e:cient translation into Lustre [26]). In this
paper, we use mode-automata for both the controller and the model of the environment.
We could use them for describing safety properties as well.
The global picture is that of Fig. 8. We built two distinct programs using mode-
automata:
• A complete simulation program, comprising the simulation of the physical environ-
ment and the controller; in this case, the program we obtain has a single Boolean
input AddB, telling it when an object is put on the deposit belt (it is always put
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at the same place; we should not put more than 5 objects). In this simulated en-
vironment, the speed of the belts is supposed to be constant. This program has a
cyclic behavior. It can be run with an arbitrary sequence of inputs, and we can
save the simulation results for observation or formal analysis purposes. On the other
hand, the component that simulates the environment may be used by a tool like
Lurette [27] that generates tests sequences relevant to a given speci'cation of the
environment.
• A controller that can be put in the TCL-TK simulated environment (the language
of mode-automata is compiled into DC, which is then compiled into C, and the
necessary interfacing is done at the C level). The controller written with mode-
automata, and the environment simulated in TCL-TK, form a system that has a
cyclic behavior. The controller is simply a part of the 'rst speci'cation, in which
we removed the components representing the environment. Hence the interface is
exactly the set of sensors and actuators of Fig. 9, plus the AddB input. The piece
of C code that interfaces our controller with the TCL-TK environment generates
this input: it is true (meaning that an object is put in the plant) 've times at the
beginning, and then false forever. We could test other situations, of course. This
little reactive behavior could also be described with a mode-automaton.
We cannot explain all the details of the programs in this paper. Our intention is only
to show small pieces of programs, in order to illustrate the use of mode-automata. The
program that simulates the environment makes use of full-featured mode-automata; the
controller itself is almost a Moore machine (see comments on Moore machines being
a special form of Mode-automata, in Section 3.1.4 above). The automaton structures
(and the parallel and hierarchic constructs) are well-suited for the description of the
cyclic behavior of the plant.
6.2. The controller
The main structure of the dataCow program for the controller is given in Fig. 10.
The six modules are mode-automata composed in parallel with shared variables; this
operation is exactly the dataCow connection as shown on the picture. The meaning of
internal signals is shown in Fig. 9.
6.2.1. The elevating rotary table
Fig. 12 shows the rotary table component. It is composed of two mode-automata
running in parallel. One automaton manages the vertical moves and the other manages
the rotation of the table. Both automata are cyclic and very simple.
6.2.2. The traveling crane
Fig. 13 shows the traveling crane component. Its behavior is also cyclic. The in-
teresting part is the state called wait until ready to put on feed belt. In this state, the
vertical moves are forbidden, the crane travels to the feed belt (with the command
HactC =− 1) waiting for the sensor CFB to become true. Then it waits until NFB=0
(there is no plate on the feed belt) or NFB=1 and SBSF (there is a plate, but it has
reached the other end of the belt).
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Fig. 10. Architecture of the controller program.
6.2.3. The press
Fig. 14 shows the press component which is, again, cyclic. Changing modes is done
according to the information delivered by the sensors.
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Fig. 12. The Rotary Table component.
Fig. 13. The Crane component.
6.2.4. The robot
The Robot component is the most complex one. It is given in Fig. 11. It illustrates
the cyclic behavior of the robot, which has two arms, sometimes moving together. The
robot task is a cycle, as follows:
• State take from table: the robot extends 'rst arm, then takes an object on the rotary
table, then retracts 'rst arm (necessary before rotating). In this state, the robot must
wait for the rotary table to be in the correct position, and for an object to be present
on it.
• State rotate arm 2 towards press: the robot is rotating towards the press (actA=1)
until the position is OK (PosA=A2P). It must wait for the press to be in the appropri-
ate vertical position (PB) and not moving (actPR=0). If PB, actPR=0 and PosA=A2P
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Fig. 14. The Press component.
happen exactly at the same time when in state rotate arm 2 towards press¿A, the
transition is to state take from press¿A directly; otherwise the system may wait in
state rotate arm 2 towards press¿B for a while.
• State take from press: the robot extends its second arm towards the press (actH2=1),
takes an object from it (actA2=1 while actH2=0), and then retracts (actH2=− 1).
• State rotate towards Deposit Belt: the robot is rotating until second arm is over the
deposit belt.
• State put on Deposit Belt: the robot extends its second arm towards the deposit belt,
puts the object on the belt, and then retracts. It may wait for the belt to be free.
• State rotate arm 1 towards press: the robot rotates for the 'rst arm to reach the
press. It may wait for the press to be at the appropriate vertical position.
• State put on press: the robot extends its 'rst arm towards the press, puts the object
on it, and then retracts.
• State rotate towards table: the robot rotates for the 'rst arm to reach the rotary
table.
6.2.5. The belts
We do not give the pictures for the deposit belt components (in the controller and
in the environment): they are very similar to the pictures of the feed belt components.
The feed belt component in the controller is given in Fig. 15. The automaton has 6
states, as follows:
• State wait until plate reaches end sensor: There is one object on the belt, and it
is moving.
• State put plate on table (1 plate): Reached from wait until plate reaches end
sensor when the object reaches the sensor (SBFB) while the rotary table is at the
appropriate rotation angle and vertical position (TB and T0); the object is being
pushed to the rotary table; ppRT becomes true as soon as the value of the sensor
is false.
• State wait for table (1 plate): Reached from wait until plate reaches end sensor
when the object reaches the sensor (SBFB) while the rotary table is not in the
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Fig. 15. The feed-belt component of the controller.
appropriate position; if it reaches it and no object has been put on the belt (ppFB or
AddB), go to put plate on table (1 plate); if an object is put on the belt, go to
wait for table (1 plate) or wait for table (2 plates), depending on the position of
the rotary table.
• State wait for table (2 plates): Waiting state, similar to wait for table (1 plate), but
with 2 objects.
• State put plate on table (2 plates): Waiting state, similar to put plate on table (1
plate), but with 2 objects.
• State wait for plate: Reached from put plate on table (1 plate), when the object
has left the belt and is on the rotary table, provided no other object is put on the
belt.
In the controller, we simply compute NFB (the number of objects on the belt); actFB
(the command for the motor); ppRT (an object is put on the rotary table, which is
detected by the belt when an object reaches its rightmost extremity). The complexity
of the automaton is mainly due to the potential interleavings of events like addB (an
object is put on the belt, by the external user) or ppFB (an object is put on the belt,
by the rest of the system, namely the crane) or SBFB (an object reaches the end of
the belt), etc.
6.3. The environment
When modeling the environment, all the signals that are sensors for the controller
(PB, PM, PH, posH1, posH2, posA, TB, TH, posR, CDB, CFB, posVC, SBDB, and
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SBFB) are computed. Modeling the environment consists in de'ning how the inputs
of the controller are inCuenced by its outputs. We model a very simple environment
(all moving parts have constant speeds).
The 'rst component is written in pure Lustre: there is no state. Actually, it is a
particular case of a mode-automaton in which there is only one mode, and a set of
Lustre equations attached to it.
We model an environment in which the motor that rotates the robot is supposed to
work; hence, when actA=1 (rotate in one direction) or actA=− 1 (rotate in the other
direction), the position is given by the equation: posA = pre(posA)+(actA * DeltaA),
where posA is an angle and DeltaA is a constant related to the rotation speed (via the
base clock of the system, which de'nes the duration of one instant). When the motor
is o4 (actA=0), the same equation holds, meaning posA=pre(posA), i.e. the robot does
not rotate. The same holds for computing PosH1, PosH2, PosPr, PosV, PosR, PosC
and PosVC, which gives:
PosA =pre(PosA) +(actA *DeltaA) ; PosVC=pre(PosVC)+(VactC *DeltaVC);
PosH1=pre(PosH1)+(actH1 *DeltaH1); PosH2=pre(PosH2)+(actH2 *DeltaH2);
PosPr=pre(PosPr)+(actPr *DeltaPr); PosV =pre(PosV) +(actVRT*DeltaV) ;
PosR =pre(PosR) +(actRRT*DeltaR) ; PosC =pre(PosC) +(HactC *DeltaC) ;
Once the positions are available, computing the values of the sensors is simple: we
just have to compare the positions to some constant values: PH=(PosPr=prH), etc. This
is done for PH, PB, PM, TH, TB, CFB and CDB, which gives:
PH = (PosPr=PrH) ; PB = (PosPr=PrB) ; PM = (PosPr=PrM)
TH = (PosV=Vmax) ; TB = (PosV=Vmin)
CFB= (PosC=Cmin) ; CDB= (PosC=Cmax)
This simple component is in parallel with two mode-automata, one for each belt.
Modeling the behavior of the belts is a bit more complex: in fact, we also have to
model the behavior of the objects that travel on the belts. At least we need to specify
that they do not vanish, and remain on the belt, moving with it, until they are taken
by the crane or pushed to the rotary table.
The belt component in the environment (see Fig. 16) has the same automaton struc-
ture as the belt component in the controller.
In the global behavior of the system (controller+environment), the two mode-
automata always evolve synchronously (they are always in corresponding states). We
could have merged the two, but the separate version allows to deal with the controller
alone, or with the complete system, just by adding one component (see the conclusion
for a comment on reusing the same automaton structure in several places).
Remember that the belt in the controller computes NFB, actFB and ppRT. In the
component that models the environment, we also need to compute:
• the timer tF. It is an integer variable that counts instants, and is compared to a
constant DeltaTF, representing the amount of time needed by an object to pass in
front of the sensor. It depends on the speed of the belt and on the size of the object.
It determines how long the value of the sensor is true;
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Fig. 16. The feed-belt component in the environment.
• a memory MaPFB, used to store the current position of the belt when an object is
put on it;
• the current position of the belt PFB;
• the current value of the sensor SBFB: it starts being true when (PFB−MaPFB) =
GammaPFB (where GammaPFB is yet another constant), and remains true until
tF¿DeltaTF. In fact, this is not so simple, because the way SBFB is computed
depends on the mode, but the idea is essentially that one.
7. Comments
We presented the production cell in detail, in order to demonstrate the use of an
imperative construct in a dataCow language for regulation systems. We think that the
result is promising: when the mode-structure is part of the informal speci'cation, the
new construct is appropriate.
However, our motivations for de'ning mode-automata are not reduced to readability.
We are also interested in the inCuence of this new construct in all stages of development
(modeling the environment, programming the controller, simulating the behavior, pro-
ducing e:cient code, etc.). The inCuence of a description with modes on the e:ciency
of the code produced may not be as convincing at it could be, because the example
is rather small; moreover, we cannot observe the bene'ts on the real production cell,
and we could only simulate it in a TCL-TK environment.
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This is usually the case with the critical real-time software we are working on:
nuclear plants and planes! The only real-time system on which we could test our ideas
and observe the speed improvement due to a description with modes is the LEGO
mindstorms (C) system, for which we wrote simple programs (using the small operating
system called LegOS and a gcc cross-compiler available on Linux platforms).
However, looking at this small example helps understanding how large programs may
be decomposed. This experience gave us enough arguments to discuss with Aerospatiale
engineers, for instance: they are convinced that a decomposition into modes could be
helpful, and we can evaluate what it means to introduce modes in the complete design
process, from informal design to actual embedded code, including the introduction
of modes in the SCADE programming environment (graphical editing of composed
mode-automata, C code generation, etc.).
We comment on all these points below.
7.1. Readability
The controller is more readable than the Lustre version. When we observe the mode-
structure of the mode-automaton, we clearly see where the modes di4er, and the condi-
tions for changing modes. The hierarchy of modes allows a set of states to share some
equations, thus avoiding duplication of code. Explicit parallelism is used for almost
independent behaviors, i.e. with a little interface (see the mode-automaton in Fig. 12).
The mode-automaton version (M) can be compared to the pure Lustre version (L)
written by Leszek Holenderski [19]: L was very well structured, using the Lustre
constructs available at that time; the decomposition into parallel components is quite
clear, but the main cyclic structure of the behavior is somewhat hidden in the program;
extracting the behavior of the robot in a particular mode, for instance when it takes the
plate from the table, is di:cult. In M, it amounts to extracting the state take from table
of the robot component (Fig. 11).
7.2. Execution time
Decomposing a system according to its running modes has a great inCuence on
execution time.
The classical compilation techniques for Lustre are single-loop sequential programs
of two kinds: (1) no control structure: each equation, as it is written in the source, is
computed; (2) explicit control structure: an automaton is de'ned whose states corre-
spond to all the valuations of the Boolean variables in the program; at each step, only
a specialized version of the equations is computed (for a given value of all the Boolean
variables, just rewrite the whole program, by propagating constants); this gives a bet-
ter code, as far as the speed is concerned but, in practical cases, the control structure
explodes. The size of the code is exponential in the size of the source. We would need
a way to specify, for instance, which of the Boolean variables should be expanded
into control states, and which of them should be considered as data, and therefore not
expanded.
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Now, what is the picture for mode-automata? In the single-loop sequential program
produced from a mode-automaton program, only the code corresponding to the current
mode is computed at each step (and the transitions from this mode). Of course, if the
system is described using a lot of trivial modes, and one complex one, the gain is
low. But the key point is that, by de'ning explicit running modes, the user inCuences
the control structure of the code produced, which is somewhere between the one-state
program and the full-automaton program.
7.3. Accuracy of timing analysis
Obtaining more e:cient code is an important goal, but in the real-time domain, we
should also be able to predict the time performances of a program before implement-
ing it.
Consider a mode-automaton program P, and the set ) of the states we obtain when P
is expanded. Let us note P(s), for s∈), the set of Lustre equations attached to s in the
expanded version of P. P(s) is a Lustre program (without initial state) whose worst-
case-execution-time can be evaluated using standard techniques applied to single-mode
programs. Let us note this value WCET(P(s)). Then the worst-case-execution-time of
the complete mode-automaton program can be computed with the following formula:
WCET(P) = T +MAX
s∈)
WCET(P(s));
where T is the time needed for computing the transition at each step (stay in the
state or change to another one; we can take a value that does not depend on the
current state: the maximal time needed for computing all the transition conditions).
Computing each WCET(P(s)) as usual for a dataCow synchronous program gives an
upper-approximation. The point is that the mode-structure expressed directly in the
program implies an explicit partition of the C code produced, and the time we compute
(while still being an upper approximation of the exact one) is more accurate than
before. When the mode-structure is encoded into conditionals (in any language), the
information about the exclusivity of modes is lost, and may be unrecoverable by any
evaluation tool. This often implies that the MAX is replaced by a sum, in the evaluation
formula above.
Splitting a dataCow program according to some imperative structure, in order to
obtain a better estimation of the WCET, was already done in [18], for Signal programs:
the idea is to use the clock hierarchy of signal programs as the imperative information
allowing to split the code. A limitation is that, in general, human programmers do not
write Signal programs with a complex hierarchy of clocks; however, we could probably
translate mode-automata into Signal programs automatically (mimicking the translation
from Statemate to Signal described in [1]). An automatic translation should allow to
exploit the hierarchy of clocks as much as possible.
In a more general framework, [25] has shown the importance of characterizing ex-
ecution paths for an accurate evaluation of WCET for real-time programs.
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Bene'ting from an explicit decomposition into modes for improving schedulability
was also the idea of [8], already cited in the “related work” section.
8. Further work
Now that the bene'ts for readability and code e:ciency have been established,
we are working on the de'nition of a kind of assume=guarantee scheme for modes,
mimicking the assume–guarantee schemes that already exist for proving properties of
parallel systems in a compositional way. This would show that o4ering the appropri-
ate language construct to the users can also allow them to give hints that simplify
proofs.
A promising approach is to use the techniques of [17], starting from a program
with modes. This paper deals with programs given as sets of guarded commands,
manipulating Boolean and numeric values in a symbolic way; the authors describe
a technique that allows to compute an upper approximation of the numeric variable
valuations, in each state of a control structure that is re'ned on demand, depending
on the property to be checked, in order to avoid state explosion. The initial control
structure is made of two states only: those in which the property is true, and those
in which it is false. The idea would be to start from a control structure given by
the explicit modes of a program, which is usually small (the set of modes, even the
expanded ones as in Fig. 3, is far smaller than the set of concrete execution states);
moreover, the decomposition into modes is likely to have some relationships with the
properties to check.
As far as language design is concerned, we are also working on a less restrictive
de'nition of the hierarchic composition of mode-automata. With the present de'nition
of the language, a variable is de'ned at one level only. We would like to allow several
de'nitions of the same variable at di4erent levels of the hierarchy. This makes sense
if re'nement is thought of as a kind of inheritance mechanism (which is the case
in UML behavioral models, where the innermost transitions have priority over the
outermost ones).
Finally, the example of the two feed belt components (Figs. 15 and 16) having the
same automaton structure suggests an extension of the language in which (Cat or even
composed) automaton structures can be de'ned once and reused in di4erent contexts,
with di4erent sets of equations attached to states. This is the same for the deposit
belt.
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